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Synopsis

The new edition of this well-known text and atlas takes you from knowing human anatomical structures in the abstract to identifying human anatomy in a real body. It is the only text and atlas of gross anatomy that illustrates all structures using high-quality dissection photographs and clearly labeled line drawings for each photo. Plus, concise yet thorough text supports and explains all key human anatomy. High-quality, richly colored dissection photographs showing structures most likely to be seen and tested in the lab improve your ability to recognize and interpret gross specimens accurately. Interpretive line drawings next to every photograph let you test your knowledge by covering the labels. Color-coding on interpretive artwork helps you differentiate among fat, muscle, ligament, etc. Clinical Skills pages help you understand how to apply knowledge of gross anatomy to the clinical setting. This book comes with STUDENT CONSULT at no extra charge! Register at www.studentconsult.com today so you can learn and study more powerfully than ever before! Access the complete contents of the book online, anywhere you go and add your own notes and bookmarks. Follow Integration Links to related bonus content from other STUDENT CONSULT titles to help you see the connections between diverse disciplines. Reference all other STUDENT CONSULT titles you own online all in one place! Look for the STUDENT CONSULT logo on your favorite Elsevier textbooks! More clinical comments throughout the text further clarify anatomical drawings and photographs. Cross sections added to the upper and lower limb sections increase your knowledge base. Glossary of eponyms at the back of the book and found online at www.studentconsult.com make reference easier than ever. Up to 50 new color photographs and new CAT scans and MRIs enhance your visual guidance.
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I had the pleasure of actually learning anatomy from Dr. Gosling and Dr. Whitmore at Stanford. They were incredible, and so is this book. Having graduated and moved on for medical school, Rohen's atlas was the picture atlas in predominant use. Upperclassmen recommended it to us as first years, however, once my classmates saw this book, they all agreed it was better than Rohen's. It is more organized, and the pictures are more detailed, better labeled, and easier to follow as it uses both the pictures AND corresponding stylized diagrams with color coding to help. This book became popular to use in the lab along side Grant's dissector to add context and information. Do yourself a favor, and GET THIS BOOK

I'm just starting my Anatomy Class but I can already tell that this text will be of great benefit for my upcoming prosection.

Book was good as new! Very satisfied

Great
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